Annual Letter from the SNDE President, 2021
Dear SNDE member,

I hope 2022 is off to a great start! On behalf of the Executive Committee of the SNDE, I wish
you good health and prosperity for this new year!
2021 is behind us and it has been a challenging year, as COVID-19 continues to dominate our
day-to-day professional and personal lives.
We had monitored the public health situation throughout the year, but all the hopes of having
an in-person annual SNDE Symposium turned out to be short-lived. Thus, we opted for
postponing the Symposium to 2022. Now we are planning for an in-person Symposium in
Orlando, Florida, hosted by Central Florida University on March 10 & 11, 2022. More details
on the arrangements will be announced later in January as we finalize the program for the
conference. I am very much looking forward to seeing you in Orlando.
To allow for some activity in 2021, we organized instead a Workshop for Young Researchers.
There were more submissions than anticipated and we managed to have eleven young
researchers (either students or researchers that have graduated at most ten years ago) on the
program. It was a delightful event, and we are indeed thinking of repeating it.
We are also pleased to have the SNDE session at the virtual ASSA conference on Saturday,
Jan. 8, 2022, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM (EST). There are great papers on the program,
accomplished, and enthusiastic presenters and discussants. Please join us for the session if you
can.

You can read more on all our highlights and announcements below.

Best regards,
Tatevik Sekhposyan
SNDE President
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Workshop for Young Researchers
Our inaugural Workshop for Young Researchers took place on December 16th, 2022. The event
was virtual and gave us an opportunity to engage with young researchers. This is one aspect
that we truly enjoy at the annual meetings --- getting to know the new generation of economists
and the exciting work they do. Since we did not have an opportunity to host an annual
Symposium in 2021, we thought to have an event to compensate for that. In addition, the young
researchers have suffered the most from COVID-19 implied mobility restrictions. They did not
have as many opportunities to present their research or to network. This workshop was the
Society’s way to make a small dent in that area. It turned out to be a very fun and productive
event. The feedback was overall positive, which makes us consider doing it again or making it
an annual event.
Below is a snapshot from the event and please see the program to get acquainted with some
very promising young economists.

SNDE typically has a couple of awards that are handed out during the annual Symposium. This
year the awards were slightly modified and awarded based on the papers and presentations at
the Workshop for Young Researchers.
Awards
•

SNDE Young Scholars Award: Adam Lee, a Ph.D. candidate in Economics at
Universitat Pompeu Fabra, won the SNDE Young Scholars Award and a prize of
USD$500 for the best paper (“Robust and Efficient Inference for Non-Regular
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Semiparametric Models”) presented at the Workshop for Young Researchers by a
graduate student.
•

The 2021 Richard T. Baillie award in Time Series Modelling and a prize of
USD$600 was shared among Gergely Ganics (Central Bank of Hungary and John von
Neumann University), Ina Hajdani (Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland), and Quint
Wiersma (VU Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam). The Baillie award is for the best paper
in time series presented by a “young researcher” defined as either a current student or
someone that is less than eight years out of graduate school. The awardees presented
very interesting work on “Reordering Variables in VARs with Stochastic Volatility:
Implications for Forecasting and Structural Analysis,” “Predictable Forecast Errors in
Full-Information Rational Expectations Models with Regime Shifts,” and “Estimation
and Identification in Sparse Dynamic Factor Models.”

Next SNDE Symposium
•

Next SNDE Symposium is on March 10-11, 2022. It will be hosted at the University of
Central Florida, Orlando, with local chair Sami Alpanda.

•

Certainly, there are some uncertainties with the Omicron variant of the virus and its
spread, but we are optimistic that we can have an in-person meeting. Most universities
have managed to have in-person instruction in the Fall of 2021 without major
difficulties. In addition, we have chosen dates that coincide with Spring break, which
will reduce the exposure of the participants to many students on campus. More details
will be announced at the end of January as we finalize the program for the Symposium.

SNDE sessions at ASSA
•

2021: We had put together a great program for the virtual ASSA meetings. The SNDE
session was on “Macro Modelling, Financial Crisis, and Monetary Policy.”

•

2022: We are very excited about the SNDE session on January 8th, from 10 am to noon,
EST. The session is on Developments in Macro and Forecasting and features very
interesting work on nonlinear search & matching, inflation expectations & the Phillips
curve, climate risk & commodity currencies, robust filtering.

•

2023: We will circulate a call for submissions to the membership for the next SNDE
session at the ASSA meetings in the Spring. We look forward to your submissions.

Workshop Sponsorships
•

SNDE provides financial support and sponsorship of selected workshops that are
aligned with the Society’s mission. In 2021 the Society provided support for the
International Workshop on “Financial Markets and Nonlinear Dynamics” (FMND) in
Paris, the RCEA Time Series Workshop (online), and the Research Workshop in
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Honor of Fabio Canova in Greece. On how to apply for funding, please consider these
guidelines.
SNDE Executive Committee
•

•

•
•

2021 was also an eventful year in terms of the SNDE Executive Committee. The
executive committee elected a new president, while Hilde Bjørnland continues her
active role with the Society as an Ex-President.
Ana Galvão (University of Warwick) was elected to the Executive Committee, while
Francesco Ravazzolo (Free University of Bozen-Bolzano) and Michael Owyang
(Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis) were re-elected in their roles.
We will have openings on the Executive Committee this year. Check your email inbox
for the call for nominations after the annual Symposium.
The 9-member Executive Committee helps direct the Society in achieving its mission.
More information about the Society, the current members of the Executive Committee,
and their terms of office can be found on the Society's website.
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